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Abstract. The study is dedicated to the main guidelines of the foreign policy of the State of Israel in the context of the current transformation of the world order. Before the start of the special military operation, despite a fairly strong strategic alliance with the United States, Israel pursued a pragmatic foreign policy and maintained mutually beneficial bilateral relations with the leading powers of the non-Western world — especially Russia, China and India. However, the sharp escalation of the situation in the Palestinian territories in October 2023 put Israel in front of an existential choice under the conditions of the emerging new bipolarity, and this choice was made in favor of the United States and its NATO allies. Now the official rhetoric in Israel has become consonant with the one that prevailed during the period of the severed relations between Russia and Israel. Nevertheless, in formulating policies where Russian and Israeli positions do not coincide, both sides continue to coordinate all actions within the framework of a joint dialogue. The article focuses on the main issues on which Russia and Israel differ: Ukrainian, Iranian, and Palestinian factors. China and India occupy a special place among Israel’s foreign policy priorities. The importance of these countries for the Jewish state will be increasing due to the inevitable isolationist tendencies in the region, which are growing against the backdrop of the worsening Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The article examines the main trends in Israel’s relations with some Arab countries, China and India.
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Introduction
The last decade, characterized by the accelerating pace of world globalization, showed that Israel had noticeably stepped up its efforts towards economic and political integration at the regional level, which, together with the mediation of the United States, culminated in the signing of the so-called “Abraham Accords” with the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Bahrain in August 2020, and the subsequent normalization of relations with Morocco and Sudan. It was also expected that Saudi Arabia would soon join this new regional alliance (Egel, Efron & Robinson, 2021, p. 7).

The emerging new configuration in the Middle East was based not only on the desire of its participants for close economic cooperation: Israel’s new Arab partners shared its concerns about the development of Iran’s nuclear program, the spread of Iranian proxies throughout the Middle East region, and the possibility of weakening or lifting anti-Iranian sanctions.

However, as Israel strengthened its position in the regional balance of power, it inevitably had to take into account the interests of its Arab partners, who, on the one hand, were moving towards rapprochement with Russia and China, and, on the other, were distancing themselves from the initiators of the unification project under the name of the Old Testament Abraham. Despite the strongest pressure from Washington, Israel’s new regional partners persistently strengthened cooperation with powers disliked by the collective West. This rapprochement was manifested, among other things, in the evasion to participate in the US sanctions policy directed against Russia and China, as well as in the refusal to abide by the externally imposed terms of the production and export of energy resources, and in the growing purchases of Russian arms. The whole world paid attention to the growing influence of Russia in the Middle East noting the discrepancy in the level of reception of the

Russian President Vladimir Putin and the US President Joseph Biden in Riyadh.² China is also playing the role of an active counterweight to the United States in the Middle East. “Already today, China is benefiting from a change in thinking in the region. Otherwise, why is Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman introducing Chinese into the curriculum of school subjects in Saudi Arabia?” asks Sebastian Sons, a Gulf expert at the Bonn-based think tank CARPO.³ At the same time, the influential monarchs of the Arabian Peninsula often allow themselves not to answer telephone calls from top officials in Washington and the European Union.

Israel’s dilemma is that it simultaneously seeks to establish good neighborly and mutually beneficial relations with influential states in the region, but at the same time continues to position itself as part of the Western world and the main strategic and military ally of the United States in the Middle East (Karasova, 2019, p. 10).

It appears that in the near future three factors will primarily influence regional politics and Israel’s foreign policy orientation: the unresolved issue of Palestine and the long-standing Palestinian-Israeli conflict, the armed conflict in Ukraine, and growing tensions with Iran. Israel will be building its foreign policy doctrine towards its main strategic partners, both in the Middle East region and beyond, depending on how the situation develops in the areas outlined above.

In the study, the authors were guided by the principle of political realism. Scholars disagree on the consequences that bipolarity/multipolarity or unipolarity may lead to. Thus, generally recognized experts in the field of international relations (Waltz, 1979, pp. 170–171; Mearsheimer, 2001, pp. 44–45; Primakov, 2011, pp. 159–160) conclude in their studies that the bipolarity tends to stabilize the international system, while others (Modelski & Thompson, 1988; Wohlforth, 1999, pp. 5–41; Ikenberry, 2001, pp. 43–78; Brooks & Wohlforth, 2023, pp. 76–91) argue that only a world hegemon is capable of ensuring the universal world order. Some analysts have argued that states use a rational decision-making model to ensure security and welfare, barring the emergence of a long-term hegemonic state (Deutsch & Singer, 1964).

The ongoing military conflict in Ukraine since February 2022 and the sharp deterioration of the situation in the Palestinian territories after the attack by Hamas militants on the border areas of Israel on October 7, 2023 have convincingly confirmed the correctness of those experts who insist that the world is moving towards a new bipolarity (Tunsjø, 2018; Degterev, 2019; Kupchan, 2021). The authors of this article also share this view.

**The Russian-Ukrainian Factor**

Israel’s policy towards the Russian Federation after the start of the special military operation (SMO) on February 24, 2022, did not fit into Washington’s tough and openly Russophobic course, which was unanimously supported by NATO countries and the coalition of their allies. Israel responded to numerous requests from the Ukrainian authorities with an unequivocal refusal to supply lethal military equipment, and also did not join the policy of constant sanctions pressure on Russia.

Despite the protracted political crisis in the country (Krylov, 2022, pp. 393–394), which, among other things, showed sharp confrontation between Moscow’s opponents and supporters, the Israeli government did not disconcert the positive and dynamic cooperation that had developed in the years after the restoration of
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full-fledged relations with the Russian Federation and continued to be driven exclusively by its own strategic interests concerning the Russian side. N. Bennett, who was the Prime Minister of Israel (June 13, 2021 — July 1, 2022) when the special military operation started, made an attempt to act as a candidate for the position of the mediator of the negotiations between Moscow and Kiev on resolving the conflict and maintained close ties with both parties. Many people remember the official statement of N. Bennet: “Russia is a reliable supporter of Israel, and V. Putin is a true friend of the Jewish people”.

Critical statements against Russia made by the next Prime Minister Y. Lapid (July 1 — December 29, 2022) could in no way correspond with the reluctance of his weak cabinet to take any serious actions in support of Ukraine. Another victory of the Israeli power structures’ veteran B. Netanyahu in the last elections to the Knesset in November 2022, according to experts, meant that there would be no changes in Israel’s political course regarding Ukraine to expect. B. Netanyahu met with V. Putin 17 times during the years of his premiership, and none of the foreign leaders of the states beyond the post-Soviet space were seen in the Kremlin more often than the current head of the Israeli government. “We have found a compromise with Russian President Vladimir Putin that is acceptable to Israel and does not violate the interests of Moscow,” — said B. Netanyahu in an interview with the French TV channel LCI in February 2023. The Israeli Prime Minister also confirmed his readiness to consider the possibility of his participation as a mediator in negotiations between Russia and Ukraine.

Israel’s rather cautious position on the Ukrainian crisis is determined by several aspects. Firstly, Israel is home to a Ukrainian community of half a million, including tens of thousands of ethnic Ukrainians (5.5% of the total population). The vast majority of immigrants from Ukraine arrived in Israel in the 1990s. In turn, according to Israeli estimates, the Jewish population of Ukraine is about 50,000 people, and another 150,000 are eligible to receive Israeli citizenship under the Law of Return. The largest Jewish communities are located in Kiev, Dnieper, Odessa and Kharkov. According to the Israeli Ministry of Absorption, approximately 6,000 Ukrainian Jews immigrated to the country under the Law of Return after the start of the special military operation. However, many more Jews chose to leave Ukraine for Europe as refugees. At least 30,000 Ukrainian Jews settled in Germany alone.
The Israeli authorities have always objected to the naturalization of Ukrainians who do not have Jewish roots, and after the conflict in Ukraine had escalated, they canceled the agreement on a visa-free regime between the two countries. Since the establishment of independent Ukraine, Israel has seen a lot of problems that have not allowed the two states to build relations on the basis of complete mutual understanding. The undisguised revival of militant nationalism in Ukraine and the glorification of S. Bandera, R. Shukhevych, Y. Stetsko and other accomplices of the fascist occupiers who were directly involved in the massacre of almost half a million Ukrainian Jews during the World War II were unacceptable to Israel. The recurrence of the revival of outright fascism in Ukraine, of course, influenced the formation of public consciousness in Israel. The conducted polls clearly showed that a significant part of Israelis did not support the participation of the Jewish state in the campaign launched by the West to pump Ukraine with weapons.\(^{12}\) There were many other reasons that negatively influenced the nature of Israeli-Ukrainian cooperation (Krylov & Fedorchenko, 2023, pp. 89–92).

The weakening of the US positions in the Middle East, together with the withdrawal of the US military personnel and specialists from a number of areas in the region, left a vacuum that could not remain unfilled. The defeat of the “terrorist international” led by the Islamic State (IS, ISIS, ISIL)\(^{13}\) by the Syrian armed forces supported by the Russian Aerospace Forces contributed to the expansion of the Russian presence and influence in Syria. Moscow has deployed the most advanced air defense system in this Arab country and has become the dominant actor on the Syrian-Israeli track, which Israel simply cannot ignore.

Since 2015 an effective mechanism for coordinating actions between the command of the Russian group in Syria and the leadership of the Israel Defence Forces (IDF) has been created on a bilateral basis, which makes it possible to prevent dangerous incidents for Israel’s security. According to a military analyst of the Israeli TV channel “Kheshet” N. Dvori, Moscow and Tel-Aviv reached a secret agreement that Moscow would not supply Iran with fighter jets, air defense and electronic warfare systems in exchange for guarantees not to send advanced models of Israeli military equipment to Ukraine.\(^{14}\) The significance of this agreement is well understood in Israel. In its absence, the threat of an expanding Iranian presence in Syria and the deployment of missiles near the Israeli-controlled area of the Golan Heights capable of hitting targets anywhere in the Israeli territories increases. In this situation, Israel will no longer be concerned about Ukraine.

### The Palestinian Factor

Until recently, Israel was more than satisfied with its status as an outside observer of the events surrounding Ukraine. It seemed that the problems of the Palestinian-Israeli confrontation and the Israeli occupation of Palestinian and Syrian territories had receded into the background against the backdrop of events in Ukraine, and criticism of the policy of expanding the Israeli presence in Palestinian lands has rarely been heard recently at high-level international platforms.
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\(^{13}\) Hereinafter, an organization included in the list of terrorist organizations in the Russian Federation is mentioned.

The situation changed radically when, on October 7, 2023, Hamas unexpectedly announced the start of a new, third intifada, called the “Storm of Al-Aqsa,” during which, about 5 thousand rockets were fired from the Gaza Strip into Israeli territory. Militants from Gaza also managed to break through the so-called “separation fence” and kill 1,200 Israelis in the border kibbutzim and the city of Sderot; another 270 participants in a music festival held near Kibbutz Reim became victims of the massacre. Some 200 soldiers and civilians, including 30 children, were taken hostage.

This was the heaviest blow inflicted by Hamas on Israel in the entire history of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. For the first time, the Israeli military and political leadership announced that it would not carry out another retaliatory operation similar to 2009 (Operation Cast Lead), 2012 (Operation Pillar of Cloud) and 2014 (Operation Impenetrable Rock), but that it was preparing a combined land, sea and air operation, aimed at destroying the entire Hamas infrastructure, including its military wing and military-political leadership. However, even the bombing of cities and Palestinian refugee camps carried out by the Israeli Air Force in the first weeks of the escalating conflict had a horrific impact — 6,734 people were killed, including 2,812 children; 600,000 became internally displaced persons.

The humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza has literally split the world into supporters of Israel and opponents of its asymmetrical bombings, which, at the very beginning of the total blockade of the Strip, wiped hundreds of civilian objects off the map, including hospitals, schools, mosques and even the oldest on the Palestinian lands Greek Orthodox Church of St. Porphyrius. Most countries in the world strongly condemned both the Hamas terrorist attack and Israel’s excessively harsh actions to collectively punish all residents of Gaza. However, the UN Security Council, under the US pressure, once again demonstrated its inability to promptly take measures to resolve the Palestinian-Israeli confrontation. Russia and China vetoed a draft resolution proposed by the United States that condemned the attack by the radical Islamist movement Hamas (Krylov & Morozov, 2018, pp. 84–99) on civilian targets and the civilians in Israel, demanded the immediate release of hostages and respect for international humanitarian law, but did not call for a ceasefire, thus giving Israel a license to escalate the conflict. The Russian draft resolution, which condemned the violent actions of Hamas but called for an immediate humanitarian ceasefire, was also rejected through the efforts of the United States and Great Britain.

As expected, Israel, in times of hardship, did not hesitate to abandon the tactics of balancing between powers and joined the camp of the US satellites. B. Netanyahu, who has been perceived in Washington since the presidency of B. Obama as an opponent of the Democrats and the closest supporter of D. Trump, immediately put aside all recent...
disagreements with the current American administration and assured J. Biden that he would coordinate the Hamas liquidation operation in Gaza with the U.S. Israeli Defense Minister Y. Gallant, in a joint statement with his American counterpart L.J. Austin stated the following: “Defense cooperation and U.S. support in the Pentagon, in the White House, in the Congress ensure freedom of operation and enforce our capabilities… U.S. deployment of assets on land, in air and at sea sends a strong message to both partners and enemies in the region. On behalf of Israel’s defense establishment and on behalf of our citizens, Mr. Secretary, thank you very much.”

The U.S. President J. Biden assured B. Netanyahu in a telephone conversation that his team will give Israel everything it needs to fight Hamas. For the first time during the conflict, Washington sent two transport aircrafts with ammunition for air defense systems and the most expensive The Gerald R. Ford aircraft carrier, accompanied by a cruiser and four destroyers equipped with missiles.

Meanwhile, Israel’s determination to finally put an end to the existence of Hamas, with the support of the United States, was shaken by the strong disagreement of a large part of the world community with Israel’s indiscriminate, disproportionate response to acts of violence by radical Islamists. The vote on October 26, 2023 at the emergency session of the UN General Assembly on the resolution “Protection of Civilians and Fulfillment of Legal and Humanitarian Obligations” proposed by 40 member states of the organization, demonstrated the bipolarity of the modern world: 121 countries voted in favor of the document, 45 states abstained and 14 votes against.

The resolution condemned “all acts of violence aimed at Palestinian and Israeli civilians,” and demanded “to enable and facilitate humanitarian access for essential supplies and services to reach all civilians in need in the Gaza Strip.” The resolution called for the “rescinding of the order by Israel, the occupying Power, for Palestinian civilians and United Nations staff, as well as humanitarian and medical workers, to evacuate all areas in the Gaza Strip north of the Wadi Gaza and relocate to southern Gaza,” and strongly condemned “any attempts at the forced transfer of the Palestinian civilian population.” The document emphasized that “a just and lasting solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict can only be
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achieved by peaceful means, based on the relevant United Nations resolutions and in accordance with international law, and on the basis of the two-State solution.”

It is noteworthy that the resolution was supported by all Arab countries, as well as by some EU countries — France, Belgium, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Slovenia, and Luxembourg. Israel’s Permanent Representative to the UN G. Erdan, who had previously called for the resignation of the UN Secretary-General A. Guterres after the General Assembly adopted the Middle East resolution, stated that this organization has lost its legitimacy.

If the Israeli political and military leadership decides to carry out an operation to completely eliminate Hamas (such an operation would inevitably lead to even greater casualties among the two million people of the Gaza Strip), West Jerusalem risks finding itself in the grip of regional isolation, which it is well familiar with from the recent history of the Arab-Israeli wars. There is also the possibility that in response to another violent invasion of the Palestinian enclave, the oil-producing Arab countries and Iran reserve the right to impose an embargo on the supply of oil and gas to countries supporting Israel, as happened in October 1973. Taking into account the fact that these countries mainly include those that previously refused energy supplies from Russia, a new energy crisis could become even more painful and be accompanied by unpredictable and critical consequences for the collective West.

The intensification of anti-Israeli attacks from “Hamastan” in Israel itself is mainly associated with the Iranian leadership, which is guided by a religious anti-Israeli ideology in its regional policy, creating a direct threat to the existence of the Jewish state, and the main threat to Israel comes from the Iranian nuclear program. Although Hamas leaders have consistently claimed that they are waging an independent resistance against the Israeli occupation and that neither Iran nor Lebanese Hezbollah are their allies; there is a consensus in Israel that “directly Iran is responsible for planning the brutal attack.”

In fact, with the overthrow of the regimes in Iraq and Libya and the exhaustion of Syria after many years of war with radical Islamists, Israel today has no other regional hostile forces left except Iran, Hezbollah and Hamas. However, Hezbollah no longer poses a serious threat to Israel, since it is firmly integrated into the Lebanese political structure, which is now experiencing a serious systemic crisis that does not allow the Shi’a resistance to be drawn into another conflict with Israel. In addition, the United States and France, through their secret channels, notified Hezbollah of the risks associated with military support for Hamas in the conflict with Israel.

The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) in the West Bank is also not interested in unity with Hamas and thus in escalating tensions with Israel, preferring to distance itself from the radicals in Gaza.
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The Oslo Accords (1993–1995) actually paralyzed the combat capability of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) led by Fatah. Now that Gaza is trying to resist the Israeli occupation, the de facto demilitarized PNA is unable to provide effective assistance to the rebel sector. This leaves Israel with two principal rivals — Iran with its proxy formations, and Hamas.

It is likely that the prospect of the final destruction of Hamas lies at the heart of the plan to “punish Iran” that has long been nurtured in the depths of the Israeli military-political structures with the support of the United States and the tacit consent or apathy of other regional and international actors. It is no coincidence that in Israel, after the events of October 7, the rhetoric of the Cold War of the last century was again heard in the local media and on high political platforms. The Israeli Foreign Ministry sent a sharp note to Moscow, which said the following: “Israel sees the invitation of senior Hamas officials to Moscow as an obscene step that gives support to terrorism and legitimizes the atrocities of Hamas terrorists.” This was followed by a call to “immediately expel the Hamas leaders” that arrived in Moscow for negotiations on October 26. The Israeli Foreign Ministry expressed “dissatisfaction with the role that Russia plays in the war against Hamas,” as well as the hope that Moscow would take a “more balanced” position.31

Knesset member A. Weitman of the ruling Likud party made threats against Russia on the RT channel, assuring that it would pay dearly for supporting Iran and hosting the Hamas delegation.32

The Iranian Factor

The scenario in which Israel hopes to overthrow the undesirable Iranian regime in close cooperation with the United States has a significant drawback: any confrontation between Israel and Tehran could result in catastrophic consequences for the Israelis if the strategic allies, led by the United States, are carried away by other international or global crisis issues (financial or political crisis, epidemics, environmental and other natural disasters, etc.). In this situation, the most terrible scenario for Israel may occur — it will find itself facing the Iranian threat, which may not be related to the nuclear program or the deployment and support of pro-Iranian forces in Lebanon and Syria.

Until recently, the Iranian security concept did not provide for the deployment of direct military action against Israel. The main military bases and its most combat-ready forces of Iran are concentrated in the Persian Gulf zone, while on the border which is closest to Israel (almost 2000 km) there is no large accumulation of military equipment and locations for regular army units. It is obvious that in the event of a real threat to national security, Iran will begin military operations precisely on the maritime section of the border in the Persian Gulf. It is no coincidence that the main emphasis in the development of the national military-industrial complex was placed on increasing the production of medium-range missiles, their delivery vehicles and drones, rather than aircraft and tanks. For Tehran, a hypothetical nuclear bomb is undoubtedly an instrument of intimidation and deterrence, but not a weapon aimed at destroying the enemy. Iran is well aware that if the situation in the strategically important area of the Strait of Hormuz33 is
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destabilized then many will blame Israel for the inevitable global energy crisis.

Until recently, the “Iran syndrome” was the factor that stimulated the formation of a Middle Eastern alliance consisting of Israel and some Arab monarchies of the Arabian Peninsula under the auspices of the United States. Moreover, Israel, as the most extravagant participant in this political union, emphasized that it was ready to cooperate with the Sunni monarchies in such a rapprochement. Thus, an alliance against the “Shi’a axis” was created. The Trump administration did not hide the fact that the Abraham Accords were intended precisely “to fight the common enemy — Iran”. However, in the context of the widening fault line between the global West and the rest of the world, the United States clearly overestimated its ability to draw Saudi Arabia and other oil-producing countries of the Persian Gulf into its sphere of influence.

The restoration of diplomatic relations between Riyadh and Tehran in March 2023, mediated by Beijing, was a significant change in the strategic balance in the region. At the same time, both former warring parties pledged not to go to war with each other. Negotiations are underway to normalize relations with other Arab countries in the region, particularly the UAE. In addition, on August 24, 2023, following the results of the 15th BRICS summit, it was announced that six states would join the organization, including Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE.

Iran’s rapprochement with the Arab world does not bode well for Israel. Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian, at an emergency meeting of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation on October 18, 2023, called on the countries of the Islamic world to use oil as a weapon and impose an oil embargo against Israel. So far this measure has not been approved by the Organization of the petroleum exporting countries (OPEC), but it is possible that the oil-producing Arab countries have not yet said their last word.

Another important fact is that the vote on the UN General Assembly resolution “Protection of Civilians and Fulfillment of Legal and Humanitarian Obligations” put any further mutually beneficial and extremely important cooperation with many non-Muslim countries, especially China and India, under question for Israel. The development of bilateral relations with Beijing and New Delhi is one of the central tasks of Israeli foreign policy in the Asian region. Both states are important trade and economic partners of Tel Aviv while in the context of Indian-Israeli relations, the countries also closely cooperate in the political and military-technical spheres.

The Chinese Factor

Israel attaches great importance to the development of Sino-Israeli relations. In 2013, during his visit to China, Israel’s Prime Minister B. Netanyahu said: “This is (in China) the future and I have come here to open up the Chinese market for Israel.” Following this meeting, the business activities of the Chinese construction companies in Israel intensified, and these companies won several huge tenders for construction projects in Israel.


infrastructure construction, such as the modernization and construction of cargo ports in Haifa and Ashdod.\textsuperscript{38} In 2017, during B. Netanyahu’s another visit to China, Beijing and Tel Aviv declared the establishment of an “Innovative Comprehensive Partnership.”\textsuperscript{39}

The Chinese leadership and business show great interest in Israel as a nation that has access to cutting-edge technologies in the high-tech area which leads to large Chinese investments in Israeli IT (Mikaelian & Morozov, 2023, p. 21). According to Israel’s Central Bureau of Statistics, as of 2022, China is one of the largest trade and economic partners of Tel Aviv (turnover is 17.62 billion USD), being the largest importer and the second largest export destination, falling only behind the United States.\textsuperscript{40}

The intensification of Sino-Israeli trade and economic cooperation attracted the attention of Washington, which is not surprising given the fact that the Trump administration put special emphasis on the rivalry with Beijing in the 2017 National Security Strategy. Thus, the development of mutually beneficial cooperation between one of the most important US allies in the Middle East and the nation that Americans perceive as its rival once again caused discontent in Washington. In the late 20th century, Israel came under heavy criticism from the United States over its military-technical cooperation (MTC) with China. Under American pressure, two high-cost agreements were canceled in 2000 and 2005, under which Israel was to supply China Phalcon AWACS radars and modernize Israeli-made unmanned aerial drones that the Chinese had bought in 1994 (Mikaelian & Morozov, 2021, p. 321). Following this, the MTC between Tel Aviv and Beijing was suspended, with both states not crossing the “red lines” set by Washington and focusing all their attention on economic cooperation. However, the growing rivalry between the United States and China, as well as the anti-Chinese foreign policy, promoted by Trump’s administration, led the United States to once again criticize Sino-Israeli relations.

Criticism of Israel’s leadership was voiced both in American mass media and in publications of the expert community, as well as by the US officials. For instance, in 2019, the US think-tank RAND Corporation published a report on Sino-Israeli relations that mentioned the US concerns about China’s involvement in Israel’s economy as well as Israel’s support for the Belt and Road Initiative (Efron et al., 2019, p. 197). In January 2019, J. Bolton, then US National Security Advisor, expressed concerns during talks with B. Netanyahu about Israel’s use of Chinese-made telecommunication equipment in sensitive areas.\textsuperscript{41} In March of the same year, Secretary of State M. Pompeo warned that the U.S. could curb all security ties with Israel because of Tel Aviv’s close partnership with China.\textsuperscript{42} At the same time, the U.S. at the highest level, via President Trump, reached out to Israel to limit Chinese investments in the Israeli economy.\textsuperscript{43}


\textsuperscript{43} Scoop: Israel Scrambles to Avoid Trump Blowback over Chinese Investments // AXIOS. August 5, 2019. URL: https://www.axios.com/2019/08/05/israel-china-
It should be noted that the construction of infrastructure projects by Chinese companies, in particular the fact that the Chinese company Shanghai International Port Group won not only a tender for the construction of a new cargo port in Haifa, but also a 25-year contract to operate it, caused particular discontent in Washington. The issue of the Haifa port was addressed in two reports of Congressional Research Service published in 2019 and 2022. Both reports urged the Israeli government “to take into consideration the security implications of foreign investment in Israel.”

It should be noted that the US officials were not the only ones to express their discontent. For example, in January 2019, the Director of the Israel Security Agency (SHABAK/Shin Bet), N. Agraman, claimed that the business expansion of Chinese companies in Israel posed a threat to national security. Moreover, the Bennet/Lapid government, reportedly under American pressure, twice signed statements at the UN Human Rights Council in 2021 and 2022, condemning China’s policy in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. This caused a backlash in Israel as Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs opposed the creation of this mechanism as it did not meet the demands of the United States. Similarly, Israel’s Ministry of Finance was against the project, claiming that hard regulations on Chinese investments would harm Israeli IT-companies and their cooperation with Chinese counterparts.

Israel responded to the US concerns and started to take measures aimed at avoiding any possible friction between Israel and Washington. In August 2019, the Israeli government discussed a project to establish a special body to monitor Chinese investments, based on the concept presented by Israel’s National Security Advisor M. Ben-Shabbat. However, the government failed to adopt the above-mentioned project because Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs opposed the creation of this mechanism as it did not meet the demands of the United States. Similarly, Israel’s Ministry of Finance was against the project, claiming that hard regulations on Chinese investments would harm Israeli IT-companies and their cooperation with Chinese counterparts.

The success was achieved in October 2019, when the Israeli government formed a special panel to examine Chinese investments. The panel, led by the Ministry of Finance, also included members of the National Security Council and the Ministry of Defense, as well as observers from the Foreign Affairs and Economy Ministries and the National Economic Council.

Despite the U.S. being actively against the development of Sino-Israeli relations, Israel still perceives China as an important trade and


economic partner and is aware that cooperation with Beijing fully meets Israeli’s national interests.\textsuperscript{50} Thus, it can be argued that there is a clash of interests between the United States and Israel regarding Tel Aviv’s ties with Beijing.

Incidentally, the expert community of Israel urges the country’s leadership to further pursue Israel’s current pragmatic foreign policy strategy referred to as “walking between the raindrops.” However, they stress the need to adapt the strategy to the new era of great power rivalry.\textsuperscript{51} The essence of the strategy is that Israel, on the one hand, will cooperate with the United States, taking into account America’s concerns about Sino-Israeli relations, and will provide Washington with all the necessary details and information about new agreements with China, saying that if the U.S. wishes, Tel Aviv is ready to review contracts with the Chinese companies, while emphasizing that Israel is on America’s side.\textsuperscript{52} On the other hand, Israel will continue its partnership with Beijing in the trade and economic fields, trying to achieve the greatest possible benefit for Israel, but in a way that does not compromise American-Israeli relations.

In the political sphere of Sino-Israeli relations, Israel has always viewed China as an important partner with whom it has to be engaged in dialogue on all issues, including foreign policy. However, Israel has never perceived China as a counterweight or replacement for the United States. This view became more apparent after Beijing’s initial reaction to the escalation of Israeli-Palestinian conflict in October 2023. G. Lavi, an expert on Sino-Israeli relations, says in her article that Beijing does not mention Hamas in its Foreign Ministry Spokesperson’s remarks calling on both parties to cease fire. The article also notes that in the Chinese segment of the Internet and in China’s social network Weibo comments against Israel or critical of Israel’s attacks on Gaza have not been deleted for quite some time. Hence, the conclusion that fully reflects Tel Aviv’s attitude towards Beijing — China is an important and huge trade and economic partner, but China is not a friend of Israel.\textsuperscript{53}

The Indian Factor

As for Indian-Israeli relations, one can easily describe them as strategic cooperation, with bilateral relations reaching this level when Prime Minister N. Modi came to power in India in 2014. Under his premiership the number of intergovernmental agreements between New Delhi and Tel-Aviv increased dramatically and the states intensified their MTC (Morozov & Mikaelian, 2018, pp. 128–129). According to SIPRI, India is the largest importer of Israeli-made armaments in the 2018–2022 period with 37% of Israel arms exports being delivered to New Delhi.\textsuperscript{54} Moreover, some in Israel believe that the special military operation provides a unique opportunity for Israel to further deepen its MTC with India, which is positively affected


Looking at Indian-Israeli relations amid the changing world order and growing great power competition, one can notice a convergence of the US and Israel’s interests. Washington’s great interest in developing relations with India can be noticed in American doctrinal documents, especially in the National Security Strategy of 2017, which welcomes India’s emergence as a leading global power and a strong strategic partner of the U.S. in the security area.56

The National Security Strategy of 2022 mentions India in the context of groupings such as QUAD (Quadrilateral Security Dialogue of Australia, India, Japan, and the United States) as well as I2U2 (grouping of India, Israel, the UAE, and the U.S.).57 The implementation of the latter became possible due to the “Abraham Accords,” brokered under the Trump administration. It is worth noting that I2U2 and its proposed food corridor from India to Europe via the territories of the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Israel is seen as a response to China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Incidentally, the above-mentioned food corridor’s success relies heavily on infrastructure, in particular that of the Haifa port. But not the new one — the old port of Haifa, which is to be privatized by the Indian conglomerate Adani Group in partnership with the Israeli company Gadot.58

Another important aspect is cooperation in the security area. Since 2017, the Indian Air Force has been participating in the Blue Flag military aviation exercise held by the Israeli Air Force, in which the US Air Force regularly participates.59 Moreover, Indian military experts note that the expansion of the variety of armaments supplied by the United States to India positively affects Indian-Israeli relations as it further facilitates the unification of platforms used by both the Indian Air Force and Israeli Air Forces (Browne, 2017, pp. 325–335).

India’s stance on Gaza is also noteworthy. N. Modi was one of the first foreign leaders to condemn the violent acts carried out by Hamas on October 7 2023. As a result, Israel’s ambassador to India, N. Gilon, thanked India’s Prime Minister for his 100% support of Israel.60 New Delhi also abstained from voting in the UN General Assembly on a resolution condemning Israel. At the same time, India’s deputy representative to the UN said that her country calls for resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict on the basis of the two-state solution.61

India’s stance on the escalation in Gaza Strip can be considered as Israel’s success, not only because Modi’s remarks were similar to


those of Western leaders; it showed the evolution that Indian stance on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has undergone from the blunt pro-Palestinian stance of the Cold War era to the current balanced one, which is considered by the Israeli mass media as Israel’s great diplomatic success.\(^{62}\)

Although the implementation of certain joint projects with India, such as the food corridor within I2U2, seems to be unlikely in the short and medium-term due to the escalation in Gaza, the trend of deepening Indo-Israeli strategic cooperation remains and runs parallel to America’s diplomatic efforts to forge all new ties with India amid growing rivalry with China in Asia. If the development of Sino-Israeli relations contradicts the US interests, the bilateral relations between New Delhi and Tel Aviv amid the breakdown of the unipolar world order are fully in line with Washington’s strategic interests.

**Conclusion**

In connection with the reemergence of global polarization due to the Russo-American great power rivalry, Israel seemed to benefit the most from the new state of world affairs, since it had a wide choice of possibilities to promote its bilateral relations with China and India in all spheres. However, the sustainability of such cooperation was always tied to something. Initially, it was tied to Israel’s struggle against the Arab world. But later, following the changes that occurred in the late 20th century, the role of the Arab-Israeli conflict diminished and lost its international dimension, with Sino-Israeli and Indian-Israeli relations being tied solely to the Palestinian issue, which remained unresolved for many decades as a result of Israel’s unwillingness to recognize the legitimate aspirations of Palestinians to live in their independent state.

The problem of the Palestine’s status has been and still remains the major problem when Israel forges bilateral relations with other states. It may be recalled that after the October War of 1973, the majority of the world, including such states as China and India, either severed diplomatic ties or downgraded the level of mutual trust with Israel. A similar situation is currently unfolding because of the sharp escalation of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the Gaza Strip. Excessive violence demonstrated by the military forces of the occupying power against civilians and civilian infrastructure has basically shattered the so-called “Abraham Accords,” which according to its authors, was supposed to ensure the normalization of Israel’s ties with some Arab countries.

The conflict in Ukraine and the new war that suddenly broke out in the area of Israeli-Palestinian have distinctively exposed the polarization of the world. Notably, the historically pro-Israeli West, spearheaded by the United States, is in the minority. In this new geopolitical reality Israel has demonstrated a restrained and balanced stance towards both parties of the Ukrainian crisis. The events in Gaza forced the Israeli leadership to make a decision, and as in previous years during Israel’s critical wars against its Arab neighbors, the priority was given to its Western partners and the U.S., who not only condemned Hamas’s terrorist attacks, but also began justifying disproportionate and inhumane actions of the IDF verging on unconcealed genocide of the Palestinians.

At the same time, the elimination of Hamas is fraught with peril for Israel. It has long been known that the Islamic Resistance Movement was founded in the 1980s with Israeli intelligence’s blessing to counter the PLO and its umbrella organization Fatah that was under influence of the secular ideology. Hamas’s survivability does not stem from its power — the Israel’s military could have put an end to the

---

armed groups in Gaza already during the full-scale invasions in Gaza in 2002, 2012 and 2014. However, such a scenario inevitably leads to a vacuum in the Palestinian political field being filled by successors of Y. Arafat, namely the PLO and Fatah, which are rightful and commonly recognized by the world, including Israel, as a party to Israeli-Palestinian negotiations on the basis of international law and previous agreements.

The PLO and Fatah advocate for resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict on the basis of the two-state solution — Palestine and Israel living side by side in peace and security. However, this vision contradicts the concept of “Eretz Israel Shlema” (“Greater Israel”), which forms the basis for policy priorities of right-wing Israeli governments, which have been in power for more than 20 years. This very concept dismisses the possibility of establishing a Palestinian state on the territories of “Eretz Israel.”

Therefore, if Hamas is dismantled, Israel will face an unpleasant dilemma: either recognizes the right of existence of the Palestinian state, which will inevitably lead to the resignation of the Israel’s government and a political crisis; or again face regional isolation coupled with global isolation from the countries of global majority, in other words, turn into rogue state.
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